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London to Dortmund . . . . and back ? Summer 1972

Germany and back ? seems a long way for a small dinghy,
but we had the school holidays to do it in, and some
German friends who had invited us to Dortmund. Arid why
unpowered? Well, firstly because we hadn't got an
engine, but secondly, because if you are keen to ride a
horse you are unlikely to be very interested in motor
cycles - and the analogy holds for dinghies.

My nephew Nicholas and I launched the family Wayfarer,
Sea Urchin, over the dockside into Bow Creek on the
River Lee late on a June evening, and having stowed what
seemed an enormous load of stores, laid out our sleeping
bags under the boom tent.

We planned to work the boat out to Dortmund in three
weeks or so. Then he would go off Youth Hostelling, and

the return crew would be wife Greta and son Mark, newly
returned from Italy with our German friends.

We had previously done a fair amount of coastal cruising
in the dinghy - Wales and East Anglia, but this was our

first attempt at "going foreign", and the prospect had
its unique excitement.

Early morning saw us through the bottom lock and on to
the tide ebbing rapidly down the winding creek. With
drizzle and a light westerly air it was more a case of
drifting on the stream than proper sailing, but we
managed to maintain steerage way and soon emerged on to
the main river.

The Thames is always exciting, and providing one keeps
an eye open for the obvious hazards of traffic, tide and
weather, can be strongly recommended. The last of the
ebb carried us down to Gravesend and, with a fitful .
wind, it seemed sense to call it a day, rather than try

to beat the flood to Whitstable. We got off the
tideway into the basin of the old Thames and Medway
canal for a short night prior to an early start.

At 0650 we locked out on to the river again and the
westerly breeze hurried us down the the ebb, past the
Isle of Grain and across the Medway. That explosive
wreck sitting on Sheerness Sand ! it was the first time
we had seen it, and if ever a place looked like a
catastrophe waiting to happen this was it. It is
conspicuous and well lit, but with night and thick
weather, the density of traffic that has to pass it on a
fast tide, constitutes a frightening risk. We gave it a
wide berth and forged along over the Cant.

The turn of the tide found us within reach of Margate,
and when it had risen sufficiently, we put into this
drying harbour and were given a berth for the night.



The weather was unsettled, and the morning forecast,
picked up on the little transistor was a bit discouraging
for working round to Dover - fog into the bargain - and
since we were resolved to await a clear day for the
actual crossing we decided to stay put. As soo as we
were firmly high and dry, the sun came out , the wind
eased, and we spent a perfect sailing day sitting on the
sand.

The following day, with a slightly better forecast, we
were determined not to be caught. This time however,
events were reversed, and in a few hours we were glad
to hobble into Broadstairs Bay carrying only the main
reefed right down to the second batten - Force 7
according to the local Coast Guard. We beached on the
sheltered strand and hauled her up to float off on the
next morning's tide.

This did not augur well for our Channel hop. Frank Dye
sailed Wanderer to Norway and Iceland, and coped with
Force 9, but, though commanding our admiration, that sort
of sailing is not within our compass. Each sailor must
assess his limits and try and plan accordingly. However,
the weather, having delivered a morning thunderstorm,
allowed us a comfortable sail round to Dover - in at the
Eastern entrance. It is an enormous harbour, and a
breeze can set up quite a chop for a dinghy. We moored
for the night in the lee of Prince of Wales pier, and I
contacted Manston R.A.F. Met. Office for details
concerning the morrow. These were encouraging:
generally unsettled, but a clear 24 hours before the next
disturbance. Good enough for us.

Dover is of course exceedingly busy and the port signals
must be obeyed implicitly, but they are simple enough,
and at 0800 next morning we set sail for Calais, giving a
wide berth to train ferry and hovercraft. Up to now
navigation had been a somewhat haphazard business - a
case of making sure poor visibility wouldn't suddenly
catch ues out. But we carry a pack of the relevant
Admiralty charts stored in the forepeak, and now we worked
our set and driEt pretty carefully. There's not a lot of
scope for this sort of thing in a dinghy, but the chart
board sits under the tiller on the afterhatch and is
tethered with a lanyard; we work with a grease pencil on
the plastic envelope.

Visibility was moderate, wind 3 to 4 S.W. For a long time
the Goodwin lightship was a useful mark over our stern, and
round about 1100 we successfully raised buoy MPC in mid-
Channel. We were now wholly out of sight of land.
Traffic is obviously the overriding hazard in the Channel,
and we saw plenty of it as we crossed the main lanes. Of
course the small boat keeps out of the way. But it was
none too easy to do so - as anyone crossing a busy street
knows. If there's a steady stream, judging the best gap
implies also judging the speed of the (still distant)
oncoming ship. It also implies that the wind isn't going
to die on you. I didn't find it easy to decide when to



hold on to be well clear of his bows, or when to alter

course to cut under his stern. The theory may be clear

but the practice in a dinghy is difficult.

we struggled on and soon could make out Cap Gris Nez on

our starboard bow, then distant Calais ahead. The wind
was freshening now and we still had to clear the shoals~

off the port. We had some difficulty in identifying the

entrance buoy. A'hovercraft slid by on our port side, and

a packet steamer on our starboard side sorted out any
difficulties we might have as tb the correct channel
through the shoals. We bounced happily'after it.

At the port entrance, to our shame, we misread the

entrance signals (quite simple) and found ourselves coming

in while a packet was backing out. We however needed so

little water that we could creep along close to the West
pier and in no way encumber her. Following directions in

Reed's Almanac we picked up a vacant mooring in the West
arm of the harbour to await Customs.

Many small boats must cross the Channel in the course of

the season. I only hope they all experience the

exhilaration we felt on completing our passage - a mood in

no way diminished by the fact that no official seemed in

the least interested in our Q and courtesy flags then or

later; we could have been ballasted with heroin or hand

grenades for all they cared.

After a night in the yacht basin (free, in acknowledgement

of our small size and passage) we set off to work our way
by easy stages up the coast to the Delta. The navigation

is simple, and with moderate westerlies we made a short
day to Dunkirk, and then a longer one past Ostend to
Blankenberg. These ports gave vivid evidence of the
growth of popular yachting in recent years; they had
excellent facilities for coasting boats. Blankenberg,
which was until recently a (largely) silted up little
port with a bygone trade, now has a lavish visitors'
marina - the inner harbour lined with crowded pontoons
with water laid on, garbage collected - and apparently
promoted with Government help. Certainly trade was
booming, and while one might have private regrets for its
ravished authentic character, the benefits of the new
marina for visitors and natives could not be denied.

- And gratefully recorded, for the record, neither port
charged us a penny.



Off the next morning for Flushing on Walcheren.
Disturbed water past the end of the great Zeebruggen
mole, and rain .. . . on and on up the Flanders coast.
At last the Flushing cranes could be made out through
the murk away over the Schelde, and we chose a gap in
the quite heavy Antwerp traffic to work our way
across -having to beat the beginning of the ebb to do
SO.

At last we rounded the groyne and locked through to
the Walcheren Canal basin - and inito a substantial
mist closely blanketing the surface. The reason for
this became clear when we put a hand over the side:
hot water ! The local power station pours its
condenser water straight into the canal. And when, a
few yards on, we sailed into the little Yacht Haven
basin, we were at once challenged, and boarded by, a
shoal of child swimmers skylarking happily in the rain,
and the warmth.

Dutch yacht havens are an interesting development;
they vary from the lavish to the simple, with appro-
priate charges. They are a blessing to the stranger
for they are all marked on the excellent Waterways 
charts - both maritime and inland - and a little boat
can be sure of a safe berth on awe-inspiring waters.
The Flushing haven was friendly and unpretentious;
one other British yacht was already in possession.
With the boom tent up and the frying pan sizzling we
were happy to be off the tide at last.

The morning dawned clear and hot, and the haven was
treated to a full display of drying clothes and
bedding while we went to the interesting old town for
mail.

After lunch a mild following breeze bore us away up
the wide Wa.lcheren canal through Middelburg and on to
the tideless Veerse Meer. This fourteen mile-long
lake is one of the first products of the great Delta
Scheme. This was set up by the Dutch to prevent a
repetition of the disastrous surge floods of 1953,
when immense areas ofthe Delta lands were inundated
and thousands drowned. Briefly, it involves damming
off many of the great coastal inlets to create
enormous freshwater lakes, so shortening a vulnerable
coastline by some 700 kin, making the raising of the
dykes a simpler matter.

Veerse Meer is now like the Norfolk Broads in
popularity, with the addition of sea-going yachts and
a substantial barge traffic. But it remains a
beautiful region, and it was dancing with boats large
and small as we locked out on to it and sailed away
eastward on our way through the Delta. The Yacht
Haven some miles along looked somewhat crowded, so we
spent a quiet night at anchor off the weather shore of
the Meer.



The next morning we set off with a fair breeze and
sunshine, and by midday arrived at the massive
Zandkreek Lock, the eastern entrance to the Meer. We
accompanied a varied assortment of craft, from
enormous ballast barges down to dinghies smaller than
ourselves, all easily accomodated in the great
chamber.

Out again on to the East Schelde we were once more in
sea conditions - shoals , tidal streams, and waters
five miles across in places. We sailed in a moderate
sea down the "English waterway` ( a shoal channel so-
named on the chart) to within a mile or so of the
Schelde bridge. This, at three miles the longest
bridge in Europe is an awe-inspiring sight,
relentlessly pursuing its way across the sea on
countless shallow arches.

We did not pass under it but turned away to the East
again to make for our night haven at Zijpe in the strait
between Duiveland and North Brabant. Though this was
strictly a barge harbour it yet had a pontoon for
smallcraft which relieved us of tidal considerations.
During the afternoon we had met growing quantities of
barge traffic and at nightfall a number came into the
harbour and tied up at the piers. We had a peaceful
night - until about 0430 when pandemonium broke out as
the skippers cast off and trumpeted their intentions to
the world on their powerful horns.

The day came in hot and still - just the lightest of airs
from the West. After waiting for the turn of the tide we
drifted out and let the rising flood carry us, barely
with steerage-way , past great sandbanks where occasional
cruisers had beached and disgorged sunbathers.

The breeze improved a little as we worked our way up the
Volkerak, and by mid-afternoon we reached the two huge
Volkeraksluizen - bigger than at Zandkreek - and were
worked through with all the other craft. It should be
said that at all the great locks rhere was no suggestion
of .a charge, and officials showed no signs of impatience
with a cockleshell under oars ( as we were when in locks)
but were helpfulness itself.

Once through these locks we were on waters where the
tidal range was only 30cm (there is a lock-free
connection through Rotterdam) so that our plans no longer
need take this into account. With a freshening breeze we
skimmed up the Maas to Willendorp, the lowest railway
crossing of the Delta. Though these are properly known
as the Great Rivers - a lot greater than our own rivers
and comparable only with our estuaries - we were
constantly passing inviting corners, and Willensdorp on a
wooded promontary - and despite a slightly daunting
caravan site - was nevertheless a most attrctive haven.

Away in the morning - hot again - past the Biesbos, a
wild region of reeds and smaller waterways, that looked



very tempting. A major Rhine distributary, the Nieuwe
Merwede, formed a left fork here; we stayed on the Amer
or Bergse Maas, which was steadily becoming more of a

river (by home standards) though still about half a mile
wide. Later in the day we were surprised to find we were
breasting quite a noticeable ebb tide. This wasn't so
bad as long as we could maintain a reach, but our
favouring westerlies were by now veering right round to
east of North, and when a bend in the river forced us to
tack it took an hour to make good half a mile. Still, a
beautiful river; a certain amount of commerce and a lot
of pleasure boats in evidence. We tied up at a little
Yacht Haven at Hedel, near 'sHertogenbosch, run by an
elderly couple who would take no payment for their hospi-
tality.

We had planned to work up the Maas (a navigation with
locks) before turning off for Nijmegen on the Waal
(Rhine) in order to avoid the latter's current and
traffic for as far as possible. But here we learned that
the next lock was under reconstruction and that we would
have to take to the Waal at the connection. Stores were
running low, so after most of a morning spent shopping,
we carried on up the river towards the short St Andries
canal joining the two great rivers. The weather was
lovely but the going was poor - a light air, foul most of
the time - so that it was evening by the time we reached
the old oxbow in which we were to spend the night.
Tomorrow - the Waal; and it was clear from peoples'
expressions when we asked about it that we had something
to expect . .



Away in the morning on a fresh NE breeze and straight into
St Andries lock - another huge guillotine affair - in
company with heavy barges. We always take care to come in
last and nestle against a ladder if we can find one.

We were concerned to find that, far from being a flood lock
between two substantially equal levels, the chamber'filled
by perhaps an extra six to ten feet - ie the Waal was that
much higher than the Maas. And this for two rivers
obstructed by no barriers between this point and their
confluence (at Willensdorp) 35 miles downstream. We were
soon to be enlightened.

The 100 yard lock cut enabled us to get decently shipshape
before emerging on to the Waal. I'd better quote the log:-
"Gawd - what a current I I suppose the average is about 2
knots, but in particular places, where you may well find
yourself, such as on bends or off groynes, it must be over 3
knots." I now think these are under-estimates.

For the next hour with a stiff breeze blowing with the
current, completely heading us, we staggered back and forth
across the river trying desperately to make headway. At the
same time we were doing our utmost not to encumber the
heaviest stream of waterway traffic I have ever been in -
tankers, barges, trains of barges, multiple push barges
( four immense lighters secured two and two pushed by a
great motive power unit), Rhine tour cruise ships, cruisers
- the lot, with wash to match. At length we hobbled into a
little strand between two groynes and ate our sandwiches
while drawing breath and taking stock.

We had no alternative but to take this route, and indeed if
this wind had been from another quarter, current and traffic
would have been interesting as opposed to problems.
Refreshed we returned to battle, and tacking savagely did
better than before, though it took us till 1930 to make
good three kms (by the distance boards on the bank) and
reach the village of Varik, where a projecting revettment
promised essential shelter. It ha been an exciting day, and
to add to it three Storks flew over in the evening, their
great wings fringed with black.

All night the traffic thudded up and down, and though the
morning was Sunday, showed little sign of easing. The head
wind was if anything stronger, but we were resolved to have
a determined go at sailing unaided up the Waal. After a
considered start we battled on upstream, rested for lunch in
a brickyard haven, and then on again. The traffic now eased
a little, the wind strengthened, and each tack gained us a
yard or two more. By the evening we had managed to make
Teil Yacht Club haven 10 km on. But our hands were so sore
with straining the sheets that we could barely set the sails
properly.

Morning . . . hot; clearly too little wind (and that foul)
to beat the current, so some time was spent in this lovely
characterful town shopping and sight-seeing. But the Waal



bends away to the east upstream; if we could round the bend,
the wind when it comes might give us a long beat. It did
freshen somewhat late on, and at 1730 we entered the fairway
again to try our luck. All considered we did well, covering
7km before turning off into a g4'at flooded sand dredging as
a haven safe from wash. This had its own little strand and
a village, Ochter, a mile away.

By morning the wind had died right away and further progress
was out of the question; we would have to wait and whistle
up a wind. In the scorching sun visitors came down to
the#trand to swim and to fish. The Rhine is notorious as
`Europe's Sewer", but since the locals seemed happy enough
we decide to follow suit and were soon over the side. A
strong taste of Bakelite was the most noticeable
characteristic. But even this seemed of little account in
such weather.

The next day was if anything hotter still. There was a
tired little breeze which we tested at the exit to the river
- nearly being swept away for our temerity. We clawed our
way back in, and gave upjfor the rest of the day. As the
afternoon fried on we had to abandon ship and collapse in
'the hot shade of a poplar grove edging the dyke. Here a
cantankerous pony insisted on treading on us whenever we
yielded to overwhelming sleep.

Late in the afternoon a 25foot German yacht motored in and
anchored not far away. We exchanged greetings, and it
appeared they were homeward bound from Veerse Meer to Wesel
about 100 km upriver where the canal for Dortmund leaves the
Rhine. They most generously volunteered to take us in tow
if the wind was still useless in the morning.

The day dawned as hot as ever. What a spell.! Gratefully -
though with regrets for our abandoned sail up the Rhine - we
accepted their tow and were soon out on the disturbed
waters. We had plenty of warps on board and the long
towline helped to absorb some of the shock as we crashed
through the passing wash - of which there was plenty. It
was a long day, hammering through the heavy traffic untiWby
evening we reached the frontier town of Lobith where we tied
up for the night in the Dutch Customs Haven.

On again in the morning - the weather still hot as ever.
Through the German Customs at Emmerich - where they insisted
on entering Sea Urchin as a seagoing yacht inspite of
my query. As we ploughed on it was remarkable to see the
extent to which the Rhine is an actual amenity tc|local folk
along its shores. There were crowds of people enjoying its
strands and water - all power to the efforts to clean it up.
This amenity incidentally was often shared by the crews of
the great barges; anchor would be dropped near a favourable
shore, the dinghy lowered, and parents, children - often
Grannie and Auntie - would brave the stream for an afternoon
off on the beach.

AS the evening drew on we at last came up to Wesel and
hauled off the current in to the lock cut a mile or so
upriver. We said goodbye to our generous hosts, who at one



time had lined down to us a flask of hot coffee, and rowed

into the entrance lock under the great guillotine gate. We

were a bit tight under the stern of an enormous barge, but

the lock-keeper was welcoming and we exchanged information

in mangled German. Once through we found a quiet berth

behind some mooring piles and rapidly got our heads down.

The Wesel/Datteln canal is quite wide enough to tack in, so

that with no current to beat, we began to feel our troubles

were over. The hot spell broke with thundery rain the

following morning, soaking us on a two and a half mile
trudge back from Wesel with stores, and the wind breathed

gently from the west. After a general sort-out we made a

very late start and only drifted a mile or two down the cut

before we realized that an industrial belt lay ahead and

we'd best moor where we were. In fact we made a bad choice

-steel bank piling , against which the few Saturday night

barges bumped us heavily.

We had learned that the locks closed on Sunday at 1400.

When morning cAme-we knd(i that with the'light westerly

breeze we could clear the next set at Hunxe but not those
following. After light rain the weather steadily cleared

and by afternoon, when we had long left industry behind, the

canal spawned many light craft pottering up and down. The

banks carried family parties and many heads were bobbing

about in the water. We have fishermen aplenty on English

canals, but I don't recall this intensity of multiple use.

We worked out a convenient mooring sprung between two

overhanging trees, keeping us off the stones and taking care

of the morning barge wash. We then were able to take a

walk through woods. lovely with wild raspberries, but
punctuated with horseflies.

It had become clear that we had time and to spare for our

rendezvous at flortmund, so for the next few days we worked

easily eastwards, avoiding the steady barge traffic without

much difficulty, and climbing in several beautiful great

twinned locks. We found that the barge wash question when

moored was best met by tying up regularly behind lock mooring

piles where naturally no barge was travelling at speed.

After a night at Datteln Locks we came out on to a basin

which forms the junction with the Dortmund-Ems canal,

containg barge moorings, a refuelling depot, and a Waterways

Police base; we exchanged salutes with one of their

launches. We were now some twenty km from our destination

and cheerfully realized that if our luck held our triumphal

arrival at the city should be celebrated today.

The few miles between Datteln junction and the Dortmund arm

were heavily congested with industrial traffic, and with a

light foul wind we decided it would be better to bowhaul from

the bank. Frequently moored craft made this impossible and

we had to row. However by midday we had arrived at the

Dortmund branch and ,looking down it, saw a remarkable sight:

a 15 m. canal lift, about a quarter of a mile away. The

caisson was up and as we rowed down to the mooring piles we

could see the bows of a barge showing high above the bridge



that crossed below the lift. The lift rapidly descended,
disgorged its freight, admitted a waiting barge - and us.
Unlike the Anderton Lift, no charge was made, though there
were many friendly enquiries as to our origin and
destination. The actual hoist was smooth and imperceptible
and took a bare minute to complete. The gate went up and we
followed the barge out on to the raised Dortmund level,
hoisting sail as we did so.

There was now a fair breeze and we bowled merrily along
through open country, shooting the bridges as they came, by
slackening the forestay and lowering the mast in its spring-
loaded tabernacle. We saw an otter in the canal. Only a
few hours now . . .

We had just shot the Autobahn bridge 7km short of Dortmund,
when a Water Police launch coming towards us steered as
though to meet us bow to bow. Nonplussed we veered away and
they directly signalled us to come alongside. We circled
round and did so and were thunderstruck to to be informed
that sailing was forbidden on West German canals. We were
hailed on board and shown the statute in the regulations
governing the waterways --nodque-stion

We found the situation hard to believe - as, evidently, did
our courteous captors. Before setting out I had written to
the Embassy in London and had been sent a document entitled
Legal Requirements for Yachting in German Waterways, also an
abstract of the new traffic regulations - nothing prohibiting
sailing. And here we were, arrested after having sailed 
unchallenged along fifty miles of canal, through many busy
locks, and having exchanged greetings with the patrols at
Datteln.

Our two patrol men were clearly uncertain as to how to deal
with us. There was much notebook filling and radio
consultation; Finally Sea Urchin was lashed alongside like
some truant youngster's oildrum raft, and we covered the last
few miles aboard their powerful launch to make our
ignominious entry into the largest canal harbour complex in
Europe.



Dortmund to .. Home ?

The rapid expansion of leisure waterway activity so apparent

now in Britain has barely begun in Germany -judging by the

small number of cruisers we met. And Dortmund, a,city in

one of the largest population concentrations 
of Europe has

no official visitors' moorings or cruising club. 
This had

no effect on our welcome. In the Kanalhafefl it is the

Harbourmaster's writ that runs, and he placed his private

berth at our disposal.

The Water Police were clearly happy to let our offence be

forgotten when assured that we would be shipped 
out, towed

out, bowhauled or rowed out - anything but sailed out, until

safely off their canals. Had we had an outboard all would

have been in order.

With much jubilation we made contact with our 
Dortmund

hosts, and Greta and Mark who were to change with Nicholas

as return crew. Thanks to the Harbouirmfaster the four of us

were invited to a welcome, celebrated with Dortmund 
beer, at

the local Marin Kameradschaft. This was a delightful

evening.

Nicholas, after heart-felt farewells, set off southward

Youth Hostelling, and we prepared ourselves for 
the homeward

leg. We had taken four weeks outward bound and would 
have

to watch our time. However we didn't want to go straight

back down the Rhine. If we could cut 50 miles east on to

the northward flowing River Ems, we could see something more

of Germany, and perhaps work through into Holland 
by one of

the frontier canals marked on our German Waterways 
map. And

once on the Ems we would have our motive power, 
wind and

sails, again.

After six days in harbour we set off. A shipping agent

opposite our berth, having heard on the grapevine 
of our

predicament, arranged for the captain of a collier to give

us a tow out to the Ems junction. We were there ready at

the appointed time, only to find there had been 
some mis-

understanding and the ship was gone. By midday we realized-

we should have to rely on our own resources; we had to

reach the Ems somehow.

We hauled and rowed - through a heavy rain shower - back to

the great lift, descended, and so came back to our old

mooring in Datteln basin. The next day we rowed out by the

northern branch en route for Munster. There was a fairish

succession of heavies passing us, but though we hoped for a

tow none was proffered. At length we were slowly overhauled

by a tug, indicating by the regulation yellow drum that 
it

had a tow. At the end of a very long cable was an immense

coal barge C tows, though frequent on the Rhine, are less

common on the canals). As the helmsman of the barge at last

drew alongside he hailed us to throw him a warp. 
We gladly

did so, and he left the helm to make us fast. For the rest



of the day we watched the farmland and the traffic glide
past. We were doubly grateful to our boatman when we saw
how unwieldy his charge was. In spite of a five foot wheel
and a rudder six feet long the tremendous bulk yawed
sullenly, and he clearly had his work cut out controlling
her.

Near Munster they tied up for the night and after warm thanks
we rowed on to find a derelict loop for a wash-free berth.
In the morning we had to make our own way through Munster,
but at the next locks were taken in tow by a family barge. It
had been wet in the morning but their washing was safely hung
under the plastic awning at the stern.

We had managed to explain that we wanted to be slipped at the
Ems, and so we duly were. But . . . we had hoped for a
connection by lock; instead there was a great steel aqueduct
crossing sixty feet above the quiet river.

We were determined to conquer this obstacle. We spent the
evening reconnoitring and the night moored in a disused arm.
In the morning we rowed back to the aqueduct and stripped the
hull of every removable thing, making a great heap on the
towpath. We then found a suitable point on the bank where,
using the mainsheet tackle, we hauled the hull out and over
and slid it down through the wood on blankets we had
previously laid out. As it yawed down between the trees it
seemed odd that a little while back it had frolicked across
the Channel carrying us and our goods.

We worked it down on to the sandy foreshore, and drew breath.
Then, back up again, we pitched all unbreakables over the
parapet on to the sand below. Finally the boom was rigged up
as a crane and the remainder lowered on the towing warp.

We had set aside a day for the operation. It could have been
done more quickly but we were glad to take it easily. What an
incredible load of gear an extended trip seems to call for.
You can't leave out things like rockets, lifejackets, spare
compass, spare anchor, radar reflector, radio, charts and
maps, fenders, pilotbook, almanac - to say nothing of
clothing, bedding, cooking, and food.

By the evening we were afloat again, re-rigged, re-stowed, and
on sailing water at last. Holland, here we come . . .

Next morning we set 6ff down-tiver;---It was pretty ropey
sailing between rather high banks, but enough wind for control
and a useful current~-sWirring -us down through beautiful mixed
woods and fields. About midday we spotted a small notice
saying "Wehr - 100 metres" - and sure enough a weir there was
- rocky with a three to four foot drop. This was a sobering
obstruction. It might just be possible to line down a light
hull, but it would be risky. On the other hand the bank was
inconveniently steep and there was no re-launching point for
two hundred yards.

We were ruefully contemplating our prospects when four
canoists from Munster club came downstream. They were most
interested in our progress and at once set about persuading us



to haul out with their help. Once again we de-rigged, threw

everything out on to the bank, and attached warps to help with

the haul up.

A main road crossed the river here and a party of gypsies had

parked their big caravans. The young men were at once

fascinated by our portage and insisted on helping. We were an

odd mixture - I was trying to make clear my gratitude for

freely given help while conveying (I hoped) a sense of care

for the boat. The canoists were most sober; while the gypsies

contributed much gaiety and brawn; the boat shot up the steep

bank as though made of balsa.

We were reckoning to slide it the two hundred yards over the

field. A gypsy dashed off and returned with his sleek

Mercedes to offer a tow. I imagined hidden bricks ripping out

the bottom, so it was with mixed feelings that I agreed. In

fact we had enough helpers virtually to carry the boat.

However, the scrub along the ground was slight, and the driver

properly responsible.

We launched the boat at the only possible place but saw that

we should have to carry the gear a further one hundred and

fifty yards as there followed a second, much shallower weir.

down whch it should be possible to row the empty hull. The

launching of the boat exhausted our help - for which we had

been properly grateful - and we made a prolonged shuttle

back and forth fetching our gear.

The gypsy matriarch, magnificently dressed, with high heeled

silver evening shoes and spendidly flounced skirt, found it

hard to believe that we actually slept on the bottom boards.

and when duly convinced made it clear that she regarded it as

a squalid way of carrying on - which, by their high standards,

it was. One of them offered to sell us an oriental carpet, to

go on the floor of the boat.

At last I rowed the boat stern first over the little weir

which she took quite easily. Laboriously all the gear was

stowed aboard. By all reports this was the last obstruction

cleared, and we dearly hoped it would prove so.

We spent a quiet night a few miles downstream among low wooded

hills. The Ems is a lovely river and it was extraordinary to

note the scarcity of other boats on these mild upper reaches -

and on a fine sunny Sunday too.

What was also notable was the German farmers' preference for

bulls - not bullocks. Herds of them bellowed, stamped and

pawed their way along the banks as we passed. We took very

good care not to miss stays.

For the next two days we worked down river in hot thundery

weather, past lovely Rheine with the first lock, accompanied

by buzzards and herons, until we came to the junction with the

Grosser Aa - where we weathered a dramatic night thunder

storm. The Dortmund-Ems main line also joined us with its

heavy traffic, but a mile further on, at Hanekenfahr, we left

the Ems to strike west along the Nordhorn-Almelo canal into

Holland.



This canal carries no commerce, and though narrow by German

standards, is broad by British. Apart from the entrance flood

lock there are no locks between the Ems and Nordhorn. It runs

in a cutting about twenty feet deep through wooded heathiand,

and there are perhaps two bends in its ten miles. It passes

an active RAE bombing range, but in spite of this, on a

summers day it is surprisingly lovely - as perhaps all truly

rural deserted waterways are.

It was hot and windless, and while the horseflies enjoyed it,

our ten-mile bowhaul left a bit to be desired. Late in the

afternoon we drew into Nordhorn and were perturbed to find

the canal being reduced to half its width by road-building.

Then to our dismay a passerby told us the section we were on

became totally impassable further on - the locks decayed, the

bridges piped. We now realised we had passed the junction a

mile or so back that we should have taken for Almelo in

Holland.

However we felt we had better check carefully before

committing ourselVes to it. The local police helpfully phoned

their colleagues across the near-by frontier: no, the canal

there was not navigable, being blocked by newly built culverts

on the Dutch side. This struck us then, and still strikes us,

as remarkable. Holland is a tourist and water conscious

nation; this canal leads through its eastern provinces, by no

account its richest; it was the only frontier crossing still

open between the Rhine at Lobith in the South and the route

through Groningen far to the North. Do they really not want

German tourists ?

We returned to the fork and found a quiet mooring just above

the lock on to the little Vechte - still workable though now

useless. So Groningen was now our only route. Time was

going to press uncomfortably - without any further hazards

lurking in wait for us.

The following day - hot and still - we trudged the length of

the great cutting again, back eastwards to Hannekenfahr.

Northwards now, the navigation took the form of a busy lateral

canal, so once again we were prevented from sailing, and

bowhauling - from a bush-encumbered towpath - was taxing,

though usually quicker than rowing. We spent the night in

Lingen old haven.

Next day working north in fine weather and light westerlies,

we sailed the river sections and solicited tows on the canal

sections - which included more huge twin locks. The second

successful tow was behind a great Dortmund ballast barge.

Notwithstanding his size he went at such a pace that we

planed vigorously on. the turbulence from his screw. Quite

difficult steering.

With regard to our English concern for bank wash from

powered craft, it is remarkable how this is taken for

granted on German canals. Where they are piled this is

understandable; but where they are not they are wide enough

to have continuous banks of broken rock. This absorbs the

wash and no damage is done. Consequently speeds are fairly



high; but it makes for decidedly inhospitable banks to lie
against.

In the evening our last tow slipped us at Haren where the
Rutenbrocker canal branches for the frontier. This is on
the same scale as the Nordhorn canal but is still usable.
We tied up for the night a few miles west of the town. This
was Friday night.

In the morning with a fine following wind we sailed the few
miles to the frontier - a delightfully easy-going affair -

to find the entire canal closed down until Monday morning.
The next lock, a quarter of a mile into Holland was blocked
by a family barge - with which incidentally we had descended
on the Dortmund lift - whose occupants had abandoned her in
order to spend the weekend at home. We spent the weekend
sitting on our quarter mile of canal - and the wind blew
strong and fair from the east. That's life.

This was to be the beginning of a difficult section. For
the next twenty-odd miles the canal has, over the centuries
- for it is an old one - developed a nearly continuous town
along its banks, though open country lies behind its houses
on either side. There is a busy road along each bank, and
in addition to half-a-dozen locks it is burdened with a
multitude of brid'ges - swing and lifting, never hump. if
our arrival coincided with the bridgekeeper's lunch time, we
just had to be patient. Since the banks are never used for
hauling - except uniquely by us - fences and lampposts make
it nearly impossible. It would be a most interesting run in
a cruiser; for us towing a dinghy ( our good wind had blown
itself out) it was murderous.

We struggled on for two days, grieved to see sinister signs
of dereliction - many commercial craft laid up and for sale.
The lock-keepers said the traffic was a ghost of what it had
been three years ago. We met no active pleasure craft at
all - the last we could recollect was a Canadian yacht
working up the Ems. On the evening of the second day we
hauled through the beautiful old canal town of Veendam
-sadly an ominous a mount of weed and debris on the water-
and at last out on to a much wider canal looking altogether
of much more recent construction. As we left the last lock
the keeper handed us a notice which with his help we
deciphered as a statuary warning against naked lights on
board. We soon found out why. Although fine and broad, and
fringed with healthy Norfolk reeds, as we tacked a couple of.
miles on for a night mooring the canal was the most foul-
smelling I have ever been on - no English exceptions.
Streams of fetid bubbles plopped lazily from the opaque
depths. If these gases were to gather in a vessel's bilges
then the warning was well merited.

We had to moor on these waters willy-nilly, and from high on
the accompanying dyke we saw the flames flaring in the
distance from the top of the Gronigen gasfield
installations. we wondered if this could have any
connection, but the next day the cause was revealed. Seven
miles ahead a paper and board mill was emptying its filthy
waste into the canal with consequent oxygen depletion;



methane and like gases are the inevitable result.

This must have been about the only foul stretch of canal

encountered in all our journeying. Once past the mill the

water rapidly improved; herons , mallard and human fishermen

all reappeared. Even in Gronigen itself, whose beautiful

towers soon hove into view, thermal pollution from power

stations was the only sort apparent, and this would seem to

br far more common than at home - and afforded Mark a warm

swim on an otherwise unpromising day. Gronigen is a lovely

city threaded with waterways; and though we were berthed

directly opposite the main railway station at the slip 
of the

Hunze rowing club, it was quiet and tree-sheltered.

We were now nearly as far north as Sheffield and knew we

must make tracks homeward as fast as we could. We applied

at the local Tourist Office for the Ijssel Meer charts,

reckoning that this would be our quickest route to

Amsterdam. Then we would take the North Sea Canal to

IJmuiden and so outside the Delta to Calais.

The weather was disturbed to the southwest, and in the

afternoon we were able to beat out of Groningen, making for

the Prinses Margriet mainline, a large canal connecting

IJssel Meer through the Groningen networkc to the Ems

estuary. It started to rain heavily but we drove on hard in

the stiff breeze. However when we had locked through on to

the Prinses Margriet our route lay into the wind. The rain,

heavy barge traffic, and a succession of bridges whose

maximum lift just failed to clear our unlowered mast, 
made

the next few miles heavy going.

We tacked onward into the murk. At one point we were hai led

by an overtaking cruiser whom we thought was offering 
us a

tow; but no, with our mangled German we managed to discover

that they wanted to know if they were on the right route for

Sneeker Meer - a famous Friesland lake; we were happy to

reassure them.

As the evening drew on the rain eased off just long enough

to allow us to find a little-used canal branch for a

mooring, dry ourselves out and get the boomtent up. 
Then it

set in for a properly wet night. But it's a good tent and

we were cosy enough.

The depression worked its way round to the north in the next

few days and gave us some fine winds. They tended to head.

us somewhat to start with, so that we only managed twenty

miles to Bergum C an excellent, cheap, municipal yacht

haven). But after that as our course tended to the south

and the wind veered and freshened we sizzled along nicely.

We were sad though that we couldn't stay to explore properly

the Friesian lakeland.

Fro.m the more domestic farm land around Gronigen wider

vistas of fen and lake were.now opening out; it became

obvious why this was called a watersports paradise.



When crossing the great meers - Sneek for example - we stuck to

the buoyed channels together with the 
heavy barges hammering to

and fro. But although we had just missed "Sneek 
Week" the

waters were still thick with every variety 
of. craft, from great

botters down to dinghies. Surprisingly we saw no other Red

Ensign.

We drove hard all that day crossing lake after lake. All up

we must have grossed more than half a 
ton, but in spite of this

she came up on the plane, and nothing 
under sail overhauled us.

The wind died away in the evening; but we were down to Lemmer

on IJssel Meer, and for our crossing to 
Amsterdam on open water

we would appreciate gentler treatment.

How is one to leave these old Dutch fishing ports without

having really seen them ? . . . We tacked out of the harbour in

a gentle breeze and when we had cleared 
the headland to the

South, set dourse down the shore--bf the Nbrth East Polder.

Actually with the wind WSW we were beating 
along a lee shore

most of the day, hoping the wind might 
veer to open up an

easier course for Amsterdam. It refused to do so, which meant

heading the sea all the way - reasonable, but no rest. With a

depth of only two fathoms or so this 
could be an uncomfortable

place in a blow.

We passed the old island of Urk standing 
proud in the sunshine,

then later the power station near Lelystad 
- seamarks are few

in these new lands. The sky clouded over as the day wore 
on,

and though we pressed along the dyke 
of South Flevoland it

became clear that we weren't going to 
make Amsterdam by night-

fall. In the dusk we beat across to Marken - another old

Zuyder Zee island - and found a refuge haven in the lee of 
the

causeway. Heads down about midnight.

It was blowing hard off the land in the 
morning - a blanket we

pegged up to air blew out like a flag. We had a lot to do Ln

Amsterdam, so we rapidly set sail for the remaining seven

miles. The working jib and six rolls in the main still sent us

planing gaily over the waves, and in a 
short time we were in

the shelter of the entrance lock. Strange to lock DOWN off the

"sea" into a metropolitan waterway. The wind moderated

somewhat but there was still plenty with 
which to negotiate the

heavy port traffic.

A mile from the lock we could see in the distance a shipyard;

moored alongside was a ship with FOUR 
masts ! Who could it be ?

We sailed under her stern and in new paint 
read-the name -

Moshulu. Devotees of Eric Newby's "The Last Grain Race" will

appreciate our excitement; for this, the greatest of the

windjammers, had rotted as a grain hulk 
in Stockholm since her

spars were stripped out and she was bombed 
during the war. And

here she was, plainly being refitted.

A few hundred yards on we found our berth, 
and having spent the

afternoon on our business in the city, walked round to the

shipyard in an attempt to find out more about Moshulu. 
We were

lucky; although after hours the gate was being 
temporarily

attended by a senior official (a business conference was taking



place) who had the authority - and was willing - to let us
unescorted into the yard and to allow us to board the old ship.

We leapt at the chance and spent the next hour exploring one of
the classic vessels of the sea. She has apparently been bought
by an American and after restoration is to go on permanent
exhibition in Boston. Her fittings had all suffered severely
from decades of neglect and vandalism, but she was being
completely resparred - at a cost ot thousands - and made ready
with her yards and topmasts secured on deck for the trans-
Atlantic tow. Even the pigstyes were there.

Not enough time . . . and off at noon the next day, tacking up
the IJ through the centre of the city. Traffic from all
directions except the vertical; the city buses cross by great
ferries here and are very frequent, and the up and down traffic
is thick. It would have been tricky in a cruiser, and we hiad a
foul wind . . .

All the afternoon we tacked away up the North Sea Canal. The
barge traffic eased off but its place was taken by large sea-
going ships, some under tow. I have only crossed the
Manchester Ship Canal, never navigated it, but this one gave
the impression of being larger; certainly ships had little
difficulty in passing. Also there is no headroom limit - the
only bridge swings. We met some weather-stained yachts coming
in from the North Sea crossing, where it had been blowing.

Sad to sail through Hollands heartland with no opportunity to
browse. As the sun set we arrived in IJmuiden, and at the
yacht haven near the dramatic steel works, met cruising
enthusiasts we had first encountered on holiday so long ago at
Tiel Yacht Club on the Waal. They made us warmly welcome.

Early next morning out of the long harbour we locked on to
salt water again. The last few days' blow had left a tumbling
sea, and though there was air enough to get us clear, it
eventually died away completely, and we flapped and banged
helplessly. After a few hours of this we took to the oars in
desperation - it always feels mad to be rowing miles out to
sea.

Halfway through the afternoon a light air started to breathe
from the north west, and we were under way again making steady
progress for Scheveningen. This we made at about 1700, bearing
safely in on their brilliant leading lights. This is a very
pleasant fishing harbour -if a bit noisy - and the charge for
a week's mooring at a very convenient pontoon is ( for us ) one
shilling.

We set sail the next morning in company with a Swedish yacht
whose crew of three were ferrying her to Yugoslavia. The wind
had freshened to a moderate breeze from the north, and we
skipped'along'-neck and neck towards Europort. For a long time,
by their log we were making 6 knots.

In reas&'rii'5t'C'vTisib'flity-&-b-c6uld soon make out the tight
succession of vessels in and out of the&New Waterway. We cut
well -ut-to sea to avoid the part-submerged moles, and had the
same difficulty I'd encountered in the Channel of when to cross



the queue. A heavy local chop produced by the river current
didn't help matters, but we squeezed safely through.

Our companions now bore away westward, while we cut in to
follow the shoal line round the Delta islands and make for the
little harbour at Bergsluis in the East Schelde. The sun came
out and it developed into ideal sailing weather. We hopped
from buoy to buoy past a coastline high with prehistoric sand
dunes; crossed the Brouwershavensche Gat not far feom its great
new sea dyke, misread the chart and scraped over an isolated
shoal in breaking water, and finally coasted westward round
Schouwen with its dunes and broad strand dotted with holiday-
makers.

As we gradually rounded into the East Schelde we could make out
the artificial island which was the workbase for the new
enclosing dam. Tugs and barges worked busily to and fro, and
away to the port we could see the entrance beacon for our
destination. We tacked up to it, and from the traffic coming in
and out it was obvious that this was the harbour for operations
on the island.

We turned the corner, after one of our best days' sailing, and
saw that the likeliest moorings were a bit crowded with local
boats. Accordingly we sailed along to some piles backed by a
landing ramp. Greta and Mark passed a warp round a pile while
I went in search of the harbourmaster for a berth. I couldn't
find him - though I called in at the offices of the Delta
Service (building the dam) who directed me to his house across
the harbour.

As I hurried back I saw that a large tender crowded with
passengers had come in and was heading for where we lay. I ran
on to the staging and down the ramp. The captain shouted from
the bridge for us to clear the berth. I leapt on board and
joined the two who were already handing---her-clear along the
piles. The tender , though moving very slowly, was now close
over us. There was a quick burst on-her engines - and it
suddenly became clear that somehow her master had made a
crucial error, and that something grim was going to happen. At
the last second we stopped our futile activity in order to
watch which way to jump. There was a moment of stillness with
rows of horrified faces looking down at us, and then to a
background of cries, Sea Urchin was viciously canted sideways.
A great shudder ran through her accompanied by loud crackling
and rending, and then - miraculously - silence. Surely she
couldn't be holding off a ship of that size ? Nevertheless the
tender was no longer crushing us.

I yelled to my crew to jump ashore for, released, I thought she
would sink like a stone. In fact though heavily stove in at
the bows it was all above the waterline, and she was still dry.

We were considerably shocked. At one point our personal
flattening had seemed imminent. There was a confused interlude
with much English/Dutch commiseration, advice, and consultation
Sea Urchin was hauled round and out on to the ramp. The police were
called.

We&had unwittingly chosen a special day for.our arrival at



Bergsluis. The great dyke works were being shown off to all
the local M.P.s, and many other parties of V.I.P.s were also
attending; there was understandably an atmosphere of
jumpiness. We had been rammed by a party of international
broadcasters.

As any motorist knows, when an accident occurs no party can
admit liability - possible legal action-must not be prejudiced.
Short of this, all the Delta Service officials laid themselves
out to help us; their P.R.O. took us under his wing. A man at
the back of the crowd came through, saying he knew what it was
like to lose one's boat suddenly, and offered us the
hospitality of his tjalk - a large barge, fiited out as we
found for taking large groups of sport-fishermen. We accepted
with gratitude for we were now without transport, accommodation
and - incidentally - money. We had been running low and had
arranged to pick up a credit at Zeebrugge, our next port of
call in Belgium. Now all we had was about 60p.

This was our lowest point. Our homeward voyage had collapsed
in wreckage, but from now on the various pieces began to cohere
again. The British Consulate in Rotterdam phoned a credit
through to the next village with a bank (Dutch villages usually
have banks). Lloyds agents, also in Rotterdam and usually
deal ihg with mirIti-tho-s-a-n-mtt-s';d-sen-t-dao-wn--a -sivyor -wh6o,T-
together with ' Del'tadienst representative assessed the extent
of the damage - primarily plywood shell and split stringer.

At my suggestion it was agreed that it would be simplest for
all if we stowed our belongings under the harbour master's
care, went home by packet steamer from the Hook, and I then
returned with the Land Rover and trailer to collect the debris.

The accident took place on the Thursday evening. Friday was
occupied with getting all sorted out and stowed. On Saturday
afternoon we said farewell to the little blue hull that had
carried us so bravely and so far now lying forlornly on the
quay. Where would she next be waterborne ?

We caught the express bus from the next village and were soon
in Rotterdam. Supper in a snack bar, and then the local train
to the Hook. A fine crossing - why aren't we under sail ? -

and familiar Harwich in the dawn.

By midmorning we were in London and home by lunch time. There
was no little boat in the garden to tell its eight hundred mile
saga. Its recovery must await another day.


